INTERNET
BACKUP
The simple solution for a fail-safe
Internet connection.

Is your company dependent on a fail-safe Internet connection?
Internet Backup is a simple and affordable solution for SMEs that
want to be on the safe side with their Internet connection.

Fully automatic
Here’s how Internet Backup works: In the event of a fault in the
cable network, a connection is automatically established with
the mobile network and the Internet session is continued with a
4G connection. The connection is maintained until the fault in
the cable network has been corrected. The modem recognises
this itself and automatically switches back to normal operation.
The downtime lasts a maximum of one minute.

Operation: Plug & Play
Putting Internet Backup into operation is very simple. You
receive a backup stick with a SIM card for Mobile Data 4G. The
stick is inserted into the cable modem. When the modem is
restarted, the Internet Backup automatically configures itself.
You will then have access to the full range of functions.

2. Downtime of
60 seconds

CHF 10/month (excl. VAT)
Prices and offers subject to change.

Scope of application

··The backup stick can only be used with Hitron DHCP modems
from UPC Business.
··Internet Backup can only be used at the main site if the cable
connection at the modem location has failed.

Performance
The performance of the 4G backup connection depends on
the signal strength and the current network load of the mobile
network. This means that performance may vary (average:
25/10 Mbit/s, ideal case: 80/30 Mbit/s). There is no guarantee
of the voice quality for VoIP telephony.

Optionally available
The Internet Backup option is available for all Business
Internet and Business Package subscriptions, apart from
Business Internet 1000 and Business Package 1000.
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